High Definition VIDEO CAMERA

The Auditel HD video camera offers perfect functions, superior performance and a rich interface. Features include H.264/H.264+ encoding which makes motion video fluent.

SPECIFICATION / MAIN FEATURES

• Employs 1/2.8 inch high quality CMOS sensor
• Resolution > 1920x1080 w/ 60 fps
• Wide-range, quiet and quick pan/tilt mechanism
• Audio input interface
• Supports 16000, 32000, 44100, 48000 sampling frequency and multiple audio/video compression
• Supports H.264/ H.264+ video compression; Supporting AAC, MP3 and PCM audio
• DVI (HDMI), 3G SDI, USB, wired LAN and wireless LAN interfaces w/ 5G Wi-Fi function
• 100m transmission and ±170° pan rotation
• Supports ONVIF, RTSP, RTMP protocols and RTMP push mode, easy to link streaming media server (Wowza, FMS)
• Low-power sleep/wake up, w/ < 400mW consumption
The ATEM Television Studio HD unit by Blackmagic Design is the fastest way to webcast incredible HD video stream immediately from a live event.

The live production switcher includes all of the professional features you need to turn any live event into an amazing HD video steam webcast, and is ideal for AV users with HDMI and SDI inputs, multi view, talkback, DVE, audio mixer and flash media players.